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Software and simulation and optimization services for plastic
injection molding professionals. CADMOULD & VARIMOS.

Created by German engineers. In stock in Moscow. Prices on
request. Delivery. In stock. Delivery to the regions. In Moscow
and Moscow region - free delivery Plastic injection molding.
Software and modeling and optimization services for plastic

injection molding professionals. CADMOULD & VARIMOS.
Created by German engineers. In stock in Moscow. In Moscow

and Moscow region - free delivery. In Russia - fast delivery (3-5
days. In any city) - 200 rubles. By St. Petersburg - free delivery
of 2000 rubles. Russian Post (cash on delivery) - 200 rubles In

other cities and countries (100% prepayment) - from 200
rubles. Payment to Sberbank card or VTB24. Mail - parcel 1

class (air) or registered letter. Delivery on average 5 to 7 days.
Please note! When ordering from 3500 rubles. - Delivery in

Russia is at our expense. If you order from 7000 rub. - shipping
to other countries is free. - Depending on the region, check
with the manager. - Warranty 3 years. - Free delivery to the

door. - Self-delivery. - Delivery in Moscow for free. - Return or
exchange technics without problems. - We work from 9 to 22. -
There is a pickup point at Akademicheskaya subway station. -

There is an online store. - Discounts and promotions every day.
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- We work directly. - Only real and honest photos and
descriptions. - You can always pick up yourself or order

delivery. - Prices are lower than competitors. - Do not like the
quality of the goods, we will help with the return or exchange. -
We can help with sending to Ukraine, also send carriers in the

CIS. - For corporate clients have favorable offers, discounts
and promotions. - We work by bank transfer, pay by card or

bank account. - There are returns and exchange of goods. - We
provide all the necessary documents for accounting records. -
Provide certificates of quality. - Fast and reliable delivery. - We

work with trusted shipping companies. - There is an
opportunity of partial prepayment. - The possibility of free

delivery all over Ukraine. - Ability to pay for the goods upon
receipt www.olx.ua 1200 Kiev There are all sizes and for every
taste! For men, women and children! Write Viber + 380 - Show

Number - and I'll send you all the options! Possible FREE
delivery on prepayment! Also possible FREE delivery in Kiev on

full payment! Price is given in the photo, if you need, I will
make additional measurements and photos. Prices are current!

See my other ads www.olx.ua 850 Kiev Selling used
synthesizer Casio CTK-9200 (Made in Italy). In ideal condition,
used a few. There is a receipt and warranty card. A very good

and high-quality instrument, as well as all CASIO. The
synthesizer has 61 keys, 125 tones, polyphony 32 notes, 40
built-in styles, learning module, built-in arpeggiator module.

Keyboard: 88 keys (full-size). Polyphony: 32 notes. Tones: 125.
Accompaniment rhythms: 40 (6 user rhythms). Auto

Accompaniment: 125. Teach function: yes. DUAL mode.
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